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● Lasted from July 10,1943 - May 2nd 1945(Editors, 2009)
● Known as Canada’s second longest World War army 

campaign.
● In 1941, Germany invaded the Soviet Union
● By 1943 the Soviet leader, Joseph Stalin, asked for help 

from the other Allied leaders to ease the pressure of this 
attack (Zuehlke, 2015).

● July 1943 holds the significance of when the 1st Canadian 
Infantry Division and the 1st Canadian Armoured Brigade 
began Operation Husky(code name) the seaborne 
invasion of the island of Sicily(city in Italy) (Editors, 2009).

●  The campaign lasted for 20 months in length which is 
almost 2 years (Canada, 2019).

When did the Italian Campaign happen?What 
contributed to it happening when it did?

https://www.cbc.ca/archives/topic/the-italian-c
ampaign
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Who was involved?

The Allies: 
➢ United Kingdom
➢ France
➢ Canada
➢ United States
➢ Poland (Zuehlke, 2020)

The Axis: 
➢ Germany
➢ Italy (Zuehlke, 2020)

● Marshal Pietro Badoglio; opposed Italy’s alliance with Nazi Germany
● Winston Churchill; he was convinced on the need to keep attacking
● German and Nazi leader Adolf Hitler
● Soviet leader Joseph Stalin; asked for help from the other allied 

leaders to ease the 1941 German invasion of the Soviet Union, Russia 
(Editors, 2018).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canadian_Red_Ensign 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_United_Kingdom_flags 
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Who stood to gain/loss?

● The Allied forces had cleared and successfully captured southern 
Italy, making their way up the Italian mainland (Editors, 2019).

● A summer storm which occurred the previous day before the 
invasion of Sicily was about to take place, worked to the Allies 
advantage when enemy defenders judged that no one would 
attempt amphibious landings in such wind and rain (Editors, 2018) 

❏ The Allied

● German forces were at loss after Italy’s surrender to the 
Allied forces. This put a lot of militarian pressure on the 
German forces to defend against the attacks by different 
allied divisions.

● The Germans also took advantage of mountain peaks and 
swiftly running rivers which made allied advances difficult 
and costly (Canada, 2019).

❏ The Axis

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italian_campai
gn_(World_War_II) 
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Where?

● The Italian campaign took place in Sicily, Italy, San 
Marino, The Vatican City. 

● It started with the allied landings on the island of 
Sicily in southern Italy and ended in Trieste in the 
northern part of Italy (Editors, 2020). 

Map of places where the campaign happened, 
along with their route

http://www.robinsonlibrary.com/history/history/worldwar2/italian.ht
m 
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Significance of it happening?

The invasion of Sicily was one of the most important Anglo-American 
campaigns of the war. It was the first assault by the western Allies on Fortress 
Europe and another important experience in coalition planning. As such, it set 
important precedents. It also achieved its goal of driving Italy from the war 
(Editors, 2018). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allied_invasion_of_Sicily https://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/2051955
79 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allied_invasion_of_Sicily
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Strategic advantages?

● One of the allies most important strategic advantages lay in 
their wide choice of alternative objectives and their strategy 
of distraction through their superior seas power. 

● Hilter’s greatest strategic disadvantage and Allies advantage 
was in opposing and miscalculating the Allied powers and 
their imminent re-entry in Europe, which led to several 
German conquests to defend the greater and stronger forces 
by the British and the Americans (Britannica, n.d).

● Capturing Sicily was strategically important for the Allies as it 
helped secure the Mediterranean Sea for Allied shipping 
(Canada, 2019).

https://www.historynet.com/ultra-the-misunderstood-al
lied-secret-weapon.htm 

https://www.veterans.gc.ca/eng/remembrance/battles-and-stages/italian-campaign 
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What was the cause of the event?

In 1941, Germany had invaded the Soviet Union, in 
Russia and a violent and brutal fight broke out on 
the Eastern front. By 1943, Soviet Union leader 
Joseph Stalin requested and demanded 
assistance/help from other Allied leaders and 
countries to ease the pressure of the invasion and 
the attack. The Allies eventually agreed to help and 
decided to use Italy (due to its military and political 
alliance with Germany) as an objective to attack 
enemy territory in Europe and help the Eastern 
Front divert German resources. This effort was 
known as the Italian Campaign 
(Zuehlke, 2020) (Canada, 2019). 

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Joseph-Stalin 

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Joseph-Stalin


Timeline of events

June 1943

Canadians sailed from 
Great Britain to Italy, 58 
Canadians drowned 
when enemy 
submarines sank 3 
ships casing 500 
vehicles and # of guns 
to be lost

July 9, 1943

Canadians arrived to Italy

July 28, 1943

Agira, Catenanuova and 
Regalbuto were captured by 

the Canadians.

July 10, 1943

The assault (by airborne 
landings started ). Canadians 

went close to the southern tip of 
Sicily and formed the left flank 
(military formation)of the five 

British landings.

August 7, 1943

Canadians broke through 
the main enemy position 

and captured Adrano. 
British and American 

troops entered Messina.

Sep 8,1943
During the Operation Avalanche 

General Dwight Eisenhower publicly 
announced the surrender of Italy to 

the Allies on Sep, 8, 1943.

Sep 20,1943
Potenza was taken over by 

allied forces 

Oct 1 ,1943
The Fifth U.S. The Army entered 

Naples. At Motta, the Canadians fought 
their first battle with Germans in Italy.

Oct 14,1943
The Canadians took 

Campobasso. The next day they 
took Vinchiaturo and the 

advance continued across the 
Biferno River

(Canada, 2019)



Timeline of events continued...

Dec. 25 1943

On Christmas the 
Germans entered the 
battle of Ortona. The 
city officially fell on 

December 
28(Canada, 2019).

Spring 1944

The Germans still held 
the line of defence 

north of Ortona, as well 
as the mighty bastion of 
Monte Cassino (Canada, 

2019).

June 4, 1944

Rome fell to the Americans 
on June 4.

May 18 , 1944

Polish troops captured the 
Cassino

Sept 2, 1944
Eighth Army breaks the 
Gothic Line. US troops 

capture Pisa.

Dec 4,1944 April 1, 1945

NZ (New Zealand) Division 
captures Faenza.

April 28 ,1945

Allied forces begin an 
offensive in northern Italy.

May 2,1945
2 NZ Division enters Trieste; 
Germans in Italy surrender.Mussolini executed by partisans; 

Allies take Venice.

(History, n.d)



Why did this event happen? Why was it 
significant?

Remove Italy
- Remove Italy from World War ||, 
- Secure the Mediterranean Sea and force Germany 

to divert some divisions from the Russian front 
and other German divisions from northern France. 

- With the invasion of Italy, Germany will be isolated 
and fighting by themselves in the war which won’t 
bring them very far. 

- This campaign was  the first large-scale land action in which 
the Great Britain-based Canadian Army took part. T

- he Canadians fought bravely and were among the more 
than 1 million Canadians who served in WW2.

- Forces fought in the relentless heat, snow and mud

Task was difficult and complicated 

https://www.junobeach.org/canada-in-wwii/articles/the-italian-campaign/

https://www.canadiansoldiers.com/history/campaigns/italiancam
paign/italiancampaign.htm

(Editors, 2009)

https://www.junobeach.org/canada-in-wwii/articles/the-italian-campaign/
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Do you think that the decisions made regarding these events were good? 
 Background information:

● In Casablanca, Morocco, in January 1943, Allied leaders decided to use their massive military 
resources in the Mediterranean to launch an invasion of Italy

● British Prime Minister Winston Churchill (1874-1965) called the “soft underbelly of Europe.”

Reflection:
Yes we feel that the Invasion of Italy was a good decision…

● The WW2 was able to come to a quick end
● Without the Italian Campaign, World War II in Europe would likely have lasted a couple of months 

longer.
● Countries would be fighting Germany and Italy on their own without the guarantee that they will 

win. If some countries lost their wars then Germany would have likely gained more power and 
invaded other countries

● Allied forces came together to form a strong military force , attacked from all the founts and 
outnumbered German and Italian forces ultimately reaching their results

Personal Reflection



What could have done differently?

Travelling from Great Britain, 3 ships were the 
victim of assault and 58 soldiers died when the 
enemy submarines attacked the ships. This could 
have been done differently if the allies would 
have sent empty ships to a different direction.

➢ Could divert half of the soldiers and they 
would have attacked on empty ships, 
wasting their resources. 

➢ Taking this advantage, British and American 
forces would have easily attacked and 
defeated remaining (some) enemy soldiers 
and captured the southern land without a 
greater loss.

❏ Allies
Axis would have been best served in WW2 by 
Italy out of the war. The Allies used Germany’s 
only Ally and supporting country which is Italy.

➢ Italy was a source of trade for Germany as 
the Allies knew that Italy was a big part for 
Germany and they would not wanna lose it 
at any costs. 

➢ By keeping Italy out of the war, Britain (and 
later the US) would have been restricted in 
their ability to attack Germany having no 
point of attacking Germany. 

➢ Germany would have been able to 
concentrate its efforts more on Russia.

❏ Axis



 A battalion commander in the 78th division said that at 
the time of ww2 “White men and colored men are 
welded together with a deep friendship and 
respect...When men undergo the same privations, face 
the same dangers, there can be no segregation.”

Soldiers of colour were able to prove 
themselves  and destroy the systemic 
racism barriers (weebly, n.d).01

- Canadian casualties  = more than 26,000 and nearly 6,000 
of them were fetal. 

- 92,757 Canadian soldiers served in Italy. Among them, 408 
officers and 4,991 soldiers of other ranks were killed in 
action; 1,218 officers and 18,268 other ranks were 
wounded. Over 1,000 men were made prisoners.

- Canadians are commemorated on the Cassino Memorial, 
located in the Cassino War Cemetery south of Rome. 

Casualties and legacy 
(Centre, 2014) 02

Lasting impacts for the Italian Campaign

https://www.historynet.com/how-the-buffalo-soldiers-helped-turn
-the-tide-in-italy-during-world-war-ii.htm

https://www.ww2cemeteries.com/cassino-memorial.html
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Lasting impacts for the Italian Campaign continued

03

04

Canadian 
reputations(Centre, 2014)

Diversity in Canada brought by 
refugees(mhso, n.d).

- Canadians made demonstration that 
despite being a new country, they had 
superior soldiers.

- Established combat gained experience 
throughout this long campaign

- Would be invaluable in the coming 
months of the war against the Third Reich

- The war had devastated Europe(especially 
Italy), and left a huge number of people as 
refugees.

- Refugees brought languages and traditions 
from places like Italy, Portugal and Hungary.

- Between 1946 and 1983 it is estimated that 
between 433,159 and 507,057 Italians came to 
Canada

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/75-years-italian-campaign-1.5367956

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jul/28/aware-migrants-refugees-af
rica-italy-europe

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/75-years-italian-campaign-1.5367956
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jul/28/aware-migrants-refugees-africa-italy-europe
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